Improvisation Self Evaluation
3
Mostly participated in
the improv. Had
Did not participate in Participated a little bit moments where the
Improvisation
the improv. Did not
in the improv. Was
voice was nicely
Practice
speak.
quiet or inaudible.
projected but was quiet
or timid in other
moments.
Example of
Practice
Categories

“Yes, and...”
Mentality

1

2

Constantly said “no” Mostly said “no” to
to partners. Was not partners. Hesitant to
willing to participate in participate in the
the improv.
improv.

4

5

Participated in the
improv. Projected the
voice throughout.

Really shined during
the performance, and
showed a mature
understanding of
improv. Great voice
and involved others.

Occasionally said “no”
to partners. Mostly
participated.

Exuded a “yes, and...”
mentality.
Displayed a strong “yes,
Triumphantly
and...” mentality.
participated.
Participated.
Encouraged others to
open up.

Occasionally did not
understand the improv
exercises. Sometimes
inappropriate. Enjoyed
the performance.

Understood the improv
exercises. Was never
inappropriate. Truly
enjoyed the
performance.

Displayed a clear
understanding of all
exercises. Was
tasteful and clever, but
never inappropriate.
Clear and honest
performance.

Sought the advice of
instructor and improv
partners. Really worked
as a member of a unit
for a successful improv.
Never rude or
distracting. Good
attitude.

Didn’t need the advice
of instructor. Worked
seamlessly with
improv partners..
Never rude or
distracting. Great
attitude.

Example of
“Yes and”

Mostly did not
Did not display an
understand the rules
understanding of the
Engagement
of the improv
rules of the imrpov
with
exercises. Was often
exercises. Was
Improvisation
inappropriate.
inappropriate. Mocked
Sometimes mocked
the performance.
the performance.
Example of
Engagement

Sought the advice of
Mostly did not seek or
Did not seek or
instructor and improv
incorporate the advice
incorporate the advice
partners, and
of instructor or of
of instructor or of
sometimes incorporated
Collaboration
improv partners. Often
improv partners.
it into work. Was
rude, distracting, or
Rude, distracting,
sometimes rude,
displayed a poor
poor attitude.
distracting, or displayed
attitude.
a poor attitude.
Examples of
Collaboration

Critical
Feedback

Example of
Feedback

Did not participate in
feedback discussion,
or made detrimental
and unhelpful
comments. No sign of
intelligent discussion.

Hardly participated in
feedback discussion.
Unkind and/or
unintelligent
comments added to
the discussion.

Somewhat participated
in feedback discussion.
Sometimes kind and
constructive comments
were added to the
discussion.

Participated in feedback Dynamically
discussion. Kind,
participated in
insightful, and
feedback discussion.
constructive comments Very kind and
were made.
thoughtful comments
were made.

